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The vaquita (Phocoena sinus) has been recognized as a
rare and vulnerable species since its scientific discovery
just over fifty years ago (Norris and McFarland, 1958).
There are a number of potential threats facing the
species, and its limited range in shallow waters of the
upper portion of Mexico’s Gulf of California is the
smallest of any marine cetacean.
Without a doubt the primary threat is incidental kills of
porpoises in various fisheries, mainly several gillnet
fisheries (Rojas-Bracho and Taylor, 1999; Rojas-Bracho et
al., 2006). The vaquita is listed as Critically Endangered
on the IUCN Red List. With the recent discovery that the
baiji (Lipotes vexillifer) is most likely extinct (Turvey et al.,
2007), the vaquita is now recognized as the most
endangered cetacean species in the world. There were
estimated to be only about 150 vaquitas remaining in 2007
(Jaramillo-Legorreta et al., 2007).
In the autumn of 2008, a large-scale international effort
to study the vaquita and develop methods to monitor
its population status was conducted. As part of this
effort, we investigated the feasibility of getting highquality photos of vaquitas and of using photoidentification methods. From 2-30 October 2008, we
conducted small-vessel surveys for vaquitas from a
shore-based station in San Felipe, Baja California Norte,
Mexico. Each day, weather permitting, we traveled
offshore to the region where past vaquita sightings had
been concentrated (between San Felipe and Rocas
Consag, a small island about 30 km offshore- JaramilloLegorreta et al., 2007).). We searched for vaquitas while
the vessel was moving, but also periodically conducted
‘stop and drift’ searches, in which the vessel’s engine
and depth sounder were shut down, and 3-6 observers
searched the area with naked eye and binoculars.
Two vessels were used: from 2-10 October, we used the
Ema Luz, a 6.4-m outboard motor boat, which is similar
to the vessels gillnet fishermen use in the area to tend
their nets (locally called pangas). From 11-30 October,
we used the Pancho Villa, a 17-m sportfishing vessel
based in Puerto Peñasco. The Pancho Villa was much
more stable and seaworthy, with a higher platform and
much greater suitability for observations.
When vaquitas were observed, basic sighting data were
collected (e.g., date, time, position, sighting conditions,
group size, behavior), and we attempted to obtain
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photos. This could involve remaining with the boat
engine turned off or in neutral (if the animals were
within 150m or so), or moving closer to the group at
slow speed with the engine in gear. Photos were taken
with Canon EOS 20D, 30D, and 40D digital cameras (8.2
or 10.1 megapixels) and a variety of L-series zoom and
telephoto lenses, ranging up to 400mm in focal length.
A 1.4X or 2X converter was used with some of the lenses.
We conducted surveys on 20 days; poor weather (winds
causing sea states of Beaufort 4 or above) prevented us
from surveying on the remaining nine days. We searched
1,229km while moving, and conducted 51 ‘stop and drift’
searches making up a total of 50 hours. We sighted 13
groups of vaquitas (all between 18 and 30 October).
Vaquita sightings occurred both during ‘stop and drift’
searches (n=7) and during searches while traveling (n=6).
Most sightings occurred in calm sea states of Beaufort 02 (winds < 12km/h), with only one in a Beaufort 3 – the
average sea state during vaquita sightings was 0.9 ± s.d.
0.83 (n=13). This emphasizes the importance of calm seas
for sighting vaquitas. Group size ranged from 1-9
individuals, with a mean of 3.2 ± s.d. 2.19. The largest
groups generally appeared to be loose aggregations of
several smaller subgroups of 1-4 individuals.
Calves were observed in at least four of the sightings,
although these all appeared to be larger ‘juveniles’,
rather than neonates. This is in agreement with the
known spring calving season of the species (Hohn et al.,
1996). Juveniles were slightly darker in color than the
adults that accompanied them (as shown in Fig.1 of
Brownell et al., 1987). Most of the groups observed
appeared to be either milling/feeding or traveling.
Responses to the vessel ranged from avoidance to no
response, and in one case apparent attraction, as two
individuals swam directly toward our idling vessel and
passed almost directly beneath the bow.
Photos of vaquitas were taken during eight of the sightings;
1,653 frames were taken. On four different days vaquita
images were obtained that were adequate for photoidentification. This is the first time that vaquitas have been
photo-identified, although Silber et al. (1988, p. 64) did
previously report a sighting of a female with ‘two
prominent nicks in the trailing edge’ of the dorsal fin. We
identified six individuals based on their natural
markings (dorsal fin nicks, fin and body scars – Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Four individual vaquitas that were photo-identified by dorsal fin shape and nicks: a. Nicola (a presumed female with two
large notches), b. Topnick (an individual with a single triangular nick 2/3 of the way up the dorsal fin), c. Midnick (an individual with
a single triangular nick 1/2 of the way up the dorsal fin), and d. Fingertip (a presumed female with an unusually-shaped dorsal fin).

However, two of these possessed only body scars that
would likely not last long enough for multi-year
identification (Figure 2). We also observed and
photographed a number of scars on the heads of some
individuals, although these were deemed inadequate
for photo-ID, based on how infrequently vaquitas show
their heads. All photographed individuals appeared
healthy, with no evidence of malnutrition or dermal
disease.
Many porpoises did not appear to possess usable
distinctive features on their backs or dorsal fins, even
in high-quality, sharp images. We obtained goodquality photos of two juvenile individuals, but neither
of these was individually identifiable. Of the 13-17
different adults that we estimate we photographed well

over the study, six individuals could be identified
reliably, at least within one field season. If this small
sample is representative of the population, it suggests
that between 35% and 46% of adults possess markings
that would allow them to be identified within a season.
Based on this sample, and considering only those with
long-term markings, an estimated 24-31% of adults would
be suitable for long-term photo-identification. This is
higher than the 17-21% estimated for Dall’s porpoise
(Phocoenoides dalli – Miller, 1990), and might be related to
the relatively larger dorsal fins of vaquitas and the more
shallow nature of their habitat (i.e., contact with the sea
floor would presumably increase scarring opportunities).
Although attempts have been made to identify
individual harbor (Phocoena phocoena - Watson, 1976;
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Figure 2. Two vaquita individuals that were identified by body scarring. Neither of these animals is considered to be identifiable
in the long term.

Watson and Gaskin, 1983) and finless (Neophocaena
phocaenoides - Jefferson, unpubl. data) porpoises by natural
markings, photo-identification techniques have never been
successfully applied to other species of the genus Phocoena.
This study has demonstrated that, despite their rarity
and cryptic nature, vaquitas can be photo-identified.
We are optimistic that future efforts can obtain even
better photos, and that individual vaquitas can be
tracked over time. Even limited success at photoidentification of this critically-endangered species
may provide valuable information. In fact, with any
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kind of tagging work being infeasible for such a rare
species, photo-identification may be the only way to
get at many critical pieces of information. Any future
photo-identification work will be facilitated by new
technological advances (such as digital SLR cameras
with high-resolution video), and should attempt to
use a relatively large (>15m), stable vessel that allows
for eye heights of at least several meters above the
surface; pangas are not good vessels for this kind of
work. In order to learn more about the vaquita, we
plan to pursue further photo-identification studies.
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